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This issue

• Mathematician of the Day

• Logic Puzzle

• Class Outline

• Today’s Editor: Dr. Collins

Logic Puzzle: (by William T. Pel-

letier)

One week five bachelors agreed

to go out together to eat the

5 evening meals on Monday
through Friday. It was under-

stood that Eric would miss Fri-

day’s meal because of an out-of-
town wedding. Each bachelor,

one is Andy, served as the host at
a restaurant, one is a taco place,

on a different night. Use the

clues below to determine which
bachelor hosted the group each

night and what food he selected.

1. Carl hosted the group on

Wednesday.

2. The fellows ate at a Thai
restaurant on Friday.

3. Bill, who detests fish, vol-

unteered to be the first
host.

4. Dave selected a steak house
for the night before one of

the fellows hosted every-
one at a raucous pizza par-

lor.

Mathematician of the Day

Johann Carl Friedrich Gauss - Germany 1777-1855

• Gauss was a child genius. A famous story says that he was bothering

his teachers so they asked him to sum up the integers from 1 to 100.

He quickly figured out that the sum was 5050 (50 pairs adding to 101
each).

• As was typical of the times, after graduating, he served in various posi-

tions under the favor of whoever was in power. This gave him income
and position, and most importantly, time to work on his mathematics.

• He worked in various areas of mathematics: number theory, numerical

methods, algebra, geometry, etc. He sometimes did not publish his

work, but later made claims that he had known some result many years
before.

• He also worked in areas of physics, especially astronomy, becoming

director of the Göttingen observatory in 1807.

• Gauss is considered one of the greatest mathematicians of all time.

Info From: http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Mathematicians/Gauss.html

Assignment: Reminder

For your Editor-of-the-day assignment, you’ll need to provide:

1. a Mathematician of the Day story which consists of a list of interesting

facts about the mathematician. I’ll provide the picture.

2. a few jokes, puzzles and/or quotes to fill the left column

You should email me the text you want me to include.

For next week the editors, in order, are: Sara, Daniel, Megan, Ben and India



Notes

Homework:

Key Ideas

Conditionals

Necessary

Sufficient

Contrapositive

Converse

Proof Form

Sequences

MATLAB

Computer Lab


